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INTRODUCTION

Standard Indian Legal Citation is an effort by Indian lawyers and academicians to usher in uniformity in legal citation practices across India. Despite past efforts, the Indian legal community continues to use varying citation standards across the nation. Numerous law schools in India have few, if any, citation guidelines for research and many academic publications resort to the use of foreign citation guidelines. For some time now, academicians and students across India have felt the urgent need for a citation system that takes into account India’s rich legal traditions and history, its unique sources of legal information. This is our response.

We present to you a working draft of the SILC Manual. This draft represents the culmination of months of perseverance by the team at SILC to create an India-centric citation system that is easy to use and understand, and that caters to the broader Indian legal community. This working draft is being launched at national law schools and leading legal institutions across the nation. We hope to gain your valuable feedback as you start using this citation system, and hope to continue improving the system as time progresses.

SILC’s primary goals include:

I. Providing a citation system that comprehensively covers Indian legal sources and material, not covered by foreign citation systems.

II. Providing an easy to use and easy to access citation system that will always be free of cost to everyone.

III. Introducing uniformity in the citation practices of law journals and law schools across India, and by extension, increase connectivity and understanding between law schools and journals in the nation.

The SILC manual has been developed with the close guidance and support of some of India’s leading legal figures as well as international academics, many of whom are members of our advisory panel. We take this opportunity to thank them; this manual is a testimony to their inspiring support to this effort and invaluable guidance. We also apologize for any errors or omissions present in this manual. We hope to gather input on this working draft from as many members of the legal community as possible, and continuously improve SILC.

We see the launch of SILC as an inclusive movement of academicians, professionals, and students from across the nation who support the vision of a single citation norm for India. By using SILC, you are a part of this movement, supporting Indian legal innovation and unity. We hope that together we may bring to life the vision of an Indian legal community that is united through a unique and uniform citation system that we can call our own.

Yours sincerely,
The Editors of SILC
i. Signs and Signals

a. Ibid:

Ibid is used to refer to an immediately preceding authority, either exactly as it has been cited, or at a different page number. In the first case, only the term ‘Ibid’, is used, whereas in the latter case, a different page number is alluded to by following ‘Ibid’, with the word ‘at’ and the relevant page number.

Example:
- 11 Ibid.
- 12 Ibid, at 64. (NOTE: Here 64 is the page number from where the author has taken the cited statement/text).

b. Supra:

When an authority has been fully cited previously by the author, ‘Supra’ is used to refer to that same authority at a later point. Supra should only be used where it is inappropriate to use ‘Ibid’.

Example:
- 45 Ibid.
- 46 Supra 43. (NOTE: Here 43 is the footnote number where the authority was first cited in the paper). 46 Supra 21, at 991. (NOTE: Here 21 is the footnote number where the authority was first cited in the paper and 991 is the page number from where the author has taken the cited statement/text).

c. See:

When the cited statement is not directly related to the given authority, ‘See’ needs to be added as a prefix in that footnote.

Example:
- 24 See R. v. Sinclair (2010) 2 SCR. 310. (NOTE: This may be used while giving an example in the citation. This signal can be used alone or attached with any other signal.)

ii. Abbreviations and Details
a. Dates:
When providing dates, always provide dates in the format of day/month/year.

Example:
- June 3rd, 2012 will be cited as 03/06/2012.
- December 22nd, 2005 will be cited as 25/12/2005.

b. Abbreviating Names:

First names and middle names of authors shall be abbreviated by using the first letter of the name followed by a period. The last name shall be provided in full.

Example:
- Jawaharlal Nehru will be abbreviated as J. Nehru.
- Mahendra Pal Singh will be abbreviated as M.P. Singh.

c. URLs:

When providing a URL in a citation, the URL should be provided in its full form and should, if possible, provide one click access to the referred web page. The URL should always be preceded by the phrase ‘available at’ and followed by ‘last seen on’ and the date on which the URL was last accessed.

Example:
CHAPTER – 2: INDIAN SOURCES

CASES

A case citation for a published judgment includes the full name of the case, the citation as per the reporter in which it is published and the first page of the case. In order to cite an un-published judgment, first note the name of the parties followed by the case/appeal number. It should be followed by the name of the Court and the date the judgment was passed in parenthesis. The name of the parties should be separated with a ‘v.’. The case/appeal number will be the number assigned to the judgment by the Court.

How to cite: Names of the Parties, Citation.
Example:

Other reporters:
- Navjot Sandhu and Mohd. Arif v. State of Delhi, 2011 (8) SCALE 328; 2012 (1) ACR 477 (SC); 2012 1 AWC 246 SC; 2012 (2) CGLJ 229; 2011 (3) Crimes 228 (SC); JT 2011 (9) SC 563.

How to cite Unpublished Decisions: Names of the Parties, Appeal Number (Court name, Date).
Examples:
- State of Bihar v. Nirmal Kumar Gupta, Civil Appeal No. 128 of 2013 (Supreme Court, 08/01/2013).
- Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra v. Govt. of NCT of Delhi, W.P. (Crl.) 1188/2009 & Crl. M.A. 9918/2009 (Delhi High Court, 02/01/2013).

i. Securities Appellate Tribunal

Orders of the Securities Appellate Tribunal of India are cited by providing the names of the parties, the application or appeal number, and in parenthesis ‘Securities Appellate Tribunal’ and the date of the order. The name of the parties should be separated with a ‘v.’.

How to cite: Name of the Parties, Application/Appeal No. (as applicable) (Securities Appellate Tribunal, Date of Order). (NOTE: this is for unpublished cases. Published cases are cited as per the reporter in which they are published.)
Example:
STANDARD INDIAN LEGAL CITATION

- Sahara India Real Estate Corporation Ltd. v. Securities and Exchange Board of India, Misc. Application No. 133 of 2013 and Appeal No. 206 of 2013 (Securities Appellate Tribunal, 04/02/2014).

ii. **Competition Commission of India**

Orders of the Competition Commission of India are cited by providing the names of the parties, the case number, and in parenthesis ‘Competition Commission of India’ and the date of the order. The name of the parties should be separated with a ‘v.’.

**How to cite:** Name of the Parties, Case No. (Competition Commission of India, Date of Order).

**Example:**
- DLF City Club Members Welfare Association v. DLF Recreational Foundation Ltd, Case No. 25 of 2013, (Competition Commission of India, 01/07/2013).

**LEGISLATIVE MATERIALS**

i. **Statutes**

In order to cite a primary legislation, first mention the Section/ Order/ Rule number, followed by the name of the Statute and the year it was passed. To indicate a section, a capitalized letter ‘S.’ should be used. To indicate multiple sections, ‘Ss.’ should be used.

**How to cite:** S. | Section number/Order Number/ Rule Number, Name of the statute, Year.

**Examples:**
- S. 376(2) (g), The Indian Penal Code, 1960.
- Ss. 25, 26 & 27, The Indian Contract Act, 1872.

ii. **Bills**

In order to cite a Bill first mention the name of the Bill, then the year it was drafted, and the current status of the Bill, if available, in parenthesis. If it is unavailable, the author can say so.

**How to cite:** Name of the Bill, Year (Status of the Bill).

**Examples:**
- The Competition (Amendment) Bill, 2012 (pending).
- The Constitution (117th Amendment) Bill, 2012 (passed by Rajya Sabha, 17/12/2012).
iii. **The Indian Constitution**

In order to cite any Article/Schedule of the Constitution, first mention the criterion followed by its number and the phrase ‘the Constitution of India’. To indicate an Article, ‘Art.’ should be used.

**How to cite:** Art./Schedule | Article/Schedule number, the Constitution of India.

**Examples:**
- Art. 14, the Constitution of India.
- Schedule 9, the Constitution of India.

iv. **Parliamentary Committee Reports**

Parliamentary Committee Reports are cited by first mentioning the name of the Committee that passed the Report, followed by the House of Parliament that set-up the Committee, the Title of the Report in italics, and the year.

**How to cite:** Name of the Committee, House of Parliament, *Title of the Report*, Year.

**Example:**

v. **Reports by Ministries**

In order to cite a Report by a Ministry, first mention the name of the Ministry which released the Report followed by the parent Government, i.e. Government of India, and the title of the Report in italics. For Reports available on the internet mention the phrase ‘available at’ followed by the web address (also known as the Uniform Resource Locator or URL), the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Name of the Ministry, Government of India, *Title of the Report*, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

vi. **Parliamentary Debates**

Parliamentary Debates are cited by first referring to the type of debate followed by the name of the Speaker/Participant, the title of the debate in italics, the House of Parliament which held the debate, and the date of the debate in parenthesis.

**How to cite:** Type of debate | by/to | Speaker/Participant, *Title of Debate*, House of parliament (Date).

**Example:**
- Statement by Prime Minister, *Statement Regarding Civil Nuclear Energy Cooperation with the U.S.A*, Lok Sabha (27/02/2006).
ARTICLES

i. Law Reviews and Journals

Articles published in Law Reviews or Journals are cited by mentioning the name of the author, the title of the article in italics, the volume number of the Law Review/Journal, the full name of the Law Review/Journal, the first page/starting page of the article in the Law Review/Journal, the page number containing the relevant information, and the year of publication of the Law Review/Journal in parenthesis. In case the Law Review/Journal is available on the internet, it is followed by ‘available at’ and the web address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’ and the date the web-source was last seen by the user. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

How to cite:

- **Hard copy**: Name of Author(s), *Title of Article*, Volume no. | Full Name of Journal | Starting page, Cited page (year).
- **Online**: Name of Author(s), *Title of Article*, Volume no. | Full Name of Journal | Starting page, Cited page | (year), URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Example:


ii. Magazines (With Volume Number)

Articles published in Magazines (which are available in volumes) are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the article in italics, volume number of the Magazine, the issue number in parenthesis, the full name of Magazine, the first page/starting page of the article in the Magazine, the page number containing the relevant information, and the year of publication of the Magazine in parenthesis. In case the Magazine is available on the internet, it is followed by ‘available at’ and the web address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

How to cite:

- **Hard copy**: Name of author(s), *Title of Article*, Volume no. (Issue no.) | Full Name of Magazine | Starting page, Cited page (year).
- **Online**: Name of author(s), *Title of Article*, Volume no. (Issue no.) | Full Name of Magazine | Starting page, Cited page(year)URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Example:

iii. **Magazines (Without Volume Number)**

Articles published in Magazines are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the article in italics, the full name of the Magazine, the first page/starting page of the article in the Magazine, the page number containing the relevant information, and the date of publication of the Magazine in parenthesis. If the Magazine is available on the Internet, it is followed by ‘available at’ and the web address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

**How to cite:**
- **Hard copy:** Name of author(s), *Title of Article*, Full Name of Magazine | Starting page, Cited page (Date).
- **Soft Copy:** Name of author(s), *Title of Article*, Full Name of Magazine (Date), URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

iv. **Newspaper Articles (Print Version)**

Newspaper Articles (print versions) are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the article in italics, the full name of the newspaper, the page number containing the relevant information, and the city edition and the date of publication of the Newspaper in parenthesis. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

**How to cite:** Name of Author(s) (if given), *Title of Article*, Name of newspaper | page number (City edition, date).

**Example:**
- T. Jaipuria, *In Strong Message to Road Firms, NHAI may Bar GMR from Bids*, The Financial Express 1 (Kolkata, 11/01/2013).
v. **Newspaper Articles (Online version)**

Newspaper Articles (online versions) are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the article in italics, the full name of the newspaper, the date of publication of the Newspaper in parenthesis, and the web address (the URL). The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

**How to cite:** Name of Author(s) (if given), *Title of Article*, Name of newspaper (date), URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

### Books

i. **Authored Books**

Authored books are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the book in italics, the page number containing the relevant information and name of the editor(s), edition number, and the year of publication in parenthesis. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

**How to cite:** Name of Author(s), *Title of Book*, Page Number (Editors(s), edition, Year).

**Example:**

ii. **Edited Books**

Edited books are cited by mentioning the title of the book in italics, the page number containing the information referred to, and the name of the editor(s), edition number, and year of publication of the book in parenthesis. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

**How to cite:** Title of Book, Page Number (Editors(s), Edition, Year).

**Example:**

iii. **Edited Books with Articles**

Edited books with articles are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the article in italics, the number of the first page of the article in the book, the page number containing the information referred to, followed by the word ‘in’, which in turn is followed by the title of the books. The name of the editor(s), edition number, and year of publication of the book are to be parenthesized. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.
How to cite: Name of Author(s), | Title of the Article, | First page, cited page number | in | Name of the Book (Editors(s), Edition, Year).

Example:

INTERNET SOURCES

i. Websites

Web-resources are cited by mentioning the title of the web-page in italics followed by the name of the website and the web-address (the URL).

How to cite: Title of Page, Name of website, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Example:

ii. Blogs

Blogs are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), title of the blog-post in italics followed by the name of the blog, the web-address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

How to cite: Author(s), Title of Blog Post, Name of Blog, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Example:

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA/SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE BOARD OF INDIA/ MINISTRY OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS CIRCULARS AND NOTIFICATIONS

Notifications/Circulars published by regulatory authorities like the RBI, SEBI, and MCA are cited by first mentioning the subject/ title in italics, the criterion of notification followed by the date of publication in parenthesis, the web-address (also known as the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

How to cite: Subject/Title, SEBI/RBI/MCA Notification/Circular (date),URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Examples:
- Standardisation of Interest Rate Swap Contracts, RBI Notification No. RBI/2012-13/396 (28/01/2013), available at
Law Commission Reports

Law Commission Reports are cited by first mentioning the Report number followed by the phrase ‘Law Commission of India Report’, the title/subject of the Report in italics, the page number containing the relevant information and the date of publication of the Report in parenthesis. In case the Report is available on the internet, it is followed by ‘available at’ and the web address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

How to cite: Report number Law Commission of India Report, Title/Subject, cited page number (year), URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

Example:


Working Papers

Working Papers are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the Working Paper in italics, the title of the Working Paper Series, the page number containing the relevant information, the Working Paper number, the Name of the Institution, and the year in parenthesis. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

How to cite: Name of Author(s), Title of Paper, Title of Working Paper Series, Page Number, Working Paper Number, Name of Institution (Year).

Example:

FORTHCOMING PAPERS

Forthcoming Papers are cited by mentioning the name of the author(s), the title of the Working Paper in italics, the title of the journal/publisher who will be publishing the paper, and the forthcoming volume/issue number/month and the year in parenthesis. The first and middle names of the author are to be abbreviated to initials, using only the last name in its entirety.

How to cite: Name of Author(s), *Title of Paper*, Name of Journal/Publisher (forthcoming in Vol./Issue/Month (if known), Year).

Example:

CHAPTER – 3: INTERNATIONAL SOURCES

CASE LAW

i. United Kingdom Cases

A citation for a published judgment from the United Kingdom includes the full name of the parties, volume number, the name of the Reporter in the abbreviated form, the first page/starting page number of the case in the published case report, the page number containing the relevant information, and the year and the name of the Court in parenthesis. The name of the parties should be separated with a ‘v.’

How to cite: Name of the parties, Volume number | Reporter abbreviation | Starting Page, Cited page (Year, Name of the Court).

Example:

ii. United States Cases

A United States case citation includes the full name of the parties, volume number, the name of the Reporter in the abbreviated form, the first page/starting page number of the case in the published case report, the page number containing the relevant information, and the year and the name of the Court in parenthesis. The name of the parties should be separated with a ‘v.’

How to cite: Name of the Parties, Volume number | Reporter abbreviation | Starting page, Cited page (Year, Name of the Court).

Example:

iii. Cases from Other Jurisdictions

Cases from other jurisdictions are cited as they are cited in their own jurisdiction. Assuming that the name of the law report arrangement referred to does not itself show the court, and the name of the court is not clear from the given citation format, the name of the court should be provided in parenthesis after the citation.

Example:

STATUTES

i. United Kingdom Statutes

A United Kingdom statute is cited by mentioning the section number, the name of the statute, and ‘United Kingdom’ in parenthesis. In order to indicate the section number the symbol ‘S.’ should be used.

How to cite: S. Section Number | Name of the Statute (United Kingdom).
Example:

- S. 10, Financial Services Act 2012 (United Kingdom).

ii. **United States Statutes**

A statute from the U.S.A. is cited by mentioning the title number of the Code followed by ‘U.S.C.’, the section number, and ‘United States’ in parenthesis. In case the name of the legislation is available, it should be cited by mentioning the name of the Code followed by the section number and ‘United States’ in parenthesis. In order to indicate the section number the symbol ‘S.’ should be used.

**How to cite:** Title number | U.S.C. | S. | Section number (United States).

**Example:**

- 32 U.S.C. S. 201(c) (2) (C) (ii) (United States).

**How to cite:** Name of the Code | S. | Section number (United States).

**Example:**

- The Social Security Act (Act of August 14 1935) S. 3(a) (United States).

iii. **Statutes from other Jurisdictions**

Legislation from another jurisdiction should be cited as it would be in its own jurisdiction, followed by a comma, and the name of the relevant jurisdiction in parenthesis at the end of the citation.

**Example:**


**CONSTITUTIONS**

i. **The U.S. Constitution**

Provisions of the U.S. Constitution are cited by mentioning the ‘U.S. Constitution’, the Article number, the section number, and if available, the clause number. The section and clause number are indicated by using ‘S.’ and ‘Cl.’

**How to cite:** U.S. Constitution | Article | Article number/Amendment number, | S. | Section number, | Cl. (if any) | Clause number (if any).

**Example:**

- U.S. Constitution, Article III, S. 1, Cl. 1.
- U.S. Constitutional, Amendment XI, S. 1.

ii. **Other Constitutions**

Constitutions from other jurisdictions are cited as they would be cited in their own jurisdictions. The name of the relevant jurisdiction should be mentioned in parenthesis at the end of the citation if the name of the Constitution is not self-explanatory.
Example:
- Australian Constitution s. 41.

**UNITED NATIONS SOURCES**

i. **Verbatim or Summary Records**

Verbatim or Summary Records of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the name of the organ, the record category in italics, the session where the records were made, the supplement number of the record, the U.N. document symbol, the page number containing the relevant information, and the web-address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Name of the organ, Record Category, Session, Supplement, U.N. document symbol, Cited page, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

ii. **Resolutions**

Resolutions of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the name of the U.N. organ whose resolution is referred to, the title of the resolution (if available) in italics, the Resolution number, the session where the records were made, the symbol of the U.N. organ of which the record is from, the page number containing the relevant information, and the web-address (the URL) and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Name of the organ, *Title of the resolution if available*, Resolution, Session or Meeting, U.N. document symbol, Cited page, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

iii. **Reports**

a. **Reports in the Official Records:**

Official Reports of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the title of the Report, the period for which the Report was made, name of the U.N. organ whose resolution is referred to, ‘Official Record’, the session where the Reports were adopted, the supplement number, the symbol of the U.N. organ of which the Report is from, the page...
number containing the relevant information, the date mentioned in the Report parenthesis, the phrase ‘available at’ followed by the URL, and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Title of the report, period if mentioned, Name of the organ, *Official Record*, Session, Supplement, U.N. document symbol, Cited page, (date) URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**


### b. Conference Reports:

Conference Reports of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the title of the Report in italics, the name of the Conference whose Report is being referred to, the name of the country where the Conference was held, the date of the Conference, the U.N. document symbol, the page number containing the relevant information, the web-address (the URL), and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Title of the Report, Name of the Conference, Country where held, Dates, U.N. document symbol, Cited page, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**


### c. Other Reports:

Other Reports of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the title of the Report in italics, name of the U.N. organ whose Report is referred to, the session or meeting where the Report was adopted, the U.N. document symbol, the page number containing the relevant information, the web-address (the URL), and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Title of the Report, Name of the Organ, Session or Meeting, U.N. document symbol, Cited page, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

iv. **Mimeographed / Masthead Documents**

Masthead documents of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the title of the document, the symbol of the U.N. organ of which the Document is from, the page number containing the relevant information, and the web-address (also known as the URL) followed by ‘last seen on’, and the date it was last seen.

**How to cite:** Title of the Document, U.N. Document Symbol, Cited page, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

v. **Press Releases**

Press Releases of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the name of the U.N. organ whose Press Release is referred to, ‘Press Release’, the title of the Press Release in italics, the U.N. document symbol, the web-address (also known as the URL), and the phrase ‘last seen on’, and the date the web-source was last seen by the user.

**How to cite:** Name of the Organ, Press Release, Title of the Document, U.N. document symbol, URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.

**Example:**

vi. **Sales Publications**

U.N. Sales Publications are cited by first mentioning the title of the Publication, ‘U.N. Sales, the page number containing the relevant information, and the year of publication in parenthesis.

**How to cite:** Title of the Publication, U.N. Sales, cited page (Year of Publication).

**Example:**

vii. **Periodicals and Yearbooks**

Periodicals and Yearbooks of the United Nations are cited by first mentioning the title of the Publication, the volume number, the part number, ‘U.N. Sales’, the page number containing the information relied on, and the web-address (also known as the URL). The year of publication should be mentioned at the end in parenthesis.

**How to cite:** Title of the Publication, Volume, Part, U.N. Sales, cited page, (Year of Publication), URL, last seen on dd/mm/yyyy.
Example: